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Chapter 3 – Game Design Patterns

Why we need them? 
The process of creating games is difficult to 
undestand because games are artificial 
objects and they are designed by humans.

A model for how to structure knowledge about 
gameplay that could be used both for design and 
analysis of games.



Characteristics

Semiformal Descriptions
Some design patterns cannot be formalized with 
quantative measures.
Have to be applied defferently depending on the 
context.

Interrelated Descriptions
Game patterns are related to each other in 
some form.
There are 5 relationship types



Characteristics: Irrelated Descriptions

Instantiates
This relation causes the pattern be presented by 
another pattern.
Example: Dice and Random.

Modulates
The first pattern affects aspects of the second 
pattern.
Example: Privileged Movement and Movement



Characteristics: Irrelated Descriptions

Instantiated by
The pattern can be instantiated by ensuring the 
presence of the related pattern.
Example: Race and Traverse, Symmetric Goals.

Modulated by
Applying additional patterns can tune a pattern's 
affect on gameplay.
Example: Investment and Diminishing Returns.



Characteristics: Hierarchies of Patterns

Hierarchies of Patterns
Instantiates and Instatiated by relations create 
hierarchies.
The more concrete patterns tends to be linked 
together. Same goes for the more abstract 
patterns.
Bottom-line: the more abstract patterns are 
higher-level in the hierarchy.



Characteristics: Intentional or Emergent 
Precense

Intentional or Emergent Precense
Patterns can be found in a game as a 
intentional design decision or a unintentional 
(emergent) consequence for another patterns.
Emergent design patterns are more likely 
higher-level patterns.

The more complex game the more emergent 
design patterns it'll contain.

How to get rid of: TESTING.



Template

Name
Core Definition
General Description
Using the Pattern
Consequences
Relations
References



Chapter 4 – Using Design Patterns

Creating a game
Critics
Easy to understand. No technical language.
Analysis 

Requires a game
Design

Requires an idea



Analysis

Structural Analysis
Only be done from design documents, 
descriptions, prototypes, manuals or even from 
the source code.
One may try to fit some well-known consepts to 
get an initial understanding of the game.

After this one can then expand the set 
through many different methods.

No more patterns found => analysis concluded.



Analysis: Play Testing

Play Testing
Identify game patters as you play
Can detect unintentional/emergent design 
patterns in a game...
... but focusing on certain areas may ruin 
gameplay and in this way hinder detecting other 
design patterns.
Observation must be ignorable by the players.



Design

Applying Game Design Patterns
Idea Generation
Development of Game Consepts
Problem solving
Communication



Chapter 6 – Resource and Resource 
Management

• This chapter discusses resources and how they 
can be utilized in games

• Three main categories
• Types of resources
• Resource control
• Progress



Types of Resources

• Resources are “Game elements that are used by 
players to enable actions in a game”

• Examples:
• Health and ammo in a first person shooter
• Different units in real-time strategy game

• Resources allow the player to judge his/her own 
situation

• Many types of resources
• Secret resources, Renewable resources, ...



Resource control

• Producer-Consumer
• Producer-Consumer pattern controls the flow of 

gameplay by defining how resources are produced 
and consumed

• Ownership
• Ownership pattern dictates which players have access 

to resources and other game components and how 
they can access them

• Resource Management
• Planning, managing and controlling the resources 

within the game in order to achieve goals



Progress

• Investments
• Using resources without immediate result
• Must be planned and weighed in game, results 

will come only after some time
• Dimishing Returns

• Returns for similar investments dimish in the 
game

• More investmens are required to achieve the 
effect



Summary

• Chapter 3-4
Game patterns are a model for how to structure 
knowledge about gameplay that could be used 
both for design and analysis of games.

• Using game design patterns makes it easy to 
design new games or analyze existing games

• Chapter 6
• Resource related design patterns are powerful

patterns, as they enable players to take actions
and plan for goals
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